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ABSTRACT The smooth and robust injection of wind power into the utility grid requires stable, robust,
and simple control strategies. The super-twisting sliding mode control (STSMC), a variant of the sliding
mode control (SMC), is an effective approach employed in wind energy systems for providing smooth
power transfer, robustness, inherent chattering suppression and error-free control. The STSMC has certain
disadvantages of (a) less anti-disturbance capabilities due to the non-linear part that is based on variable
approaching law and (b) time delay created by the disturbance and uncertainties. This paper enhances the
anti-disturbance capabilities of STSMC by combining the attributes of artificial intelligence with STSMC.
Initially, the STSMC is designed for both the inner and outer loop of a doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG) based wind energy conversion system (WECS). Then, an artificial neural network (ANN)-based
compensation term is added to improve the convergence and anti-disturbance capabilities of STSMC. The
proposed ANN based STSMC paradigm is validated using a processor in the loop (PIL) based experimental
setup carried out in Matlab/Simulink.

13 INDEX TERMS Sliding mode control, wind energy, super-twisting, artificial intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION14

The high penetration of renewable energy (RE) power gener-15

ation system in the power grid has decreased the consumption16

of fossil fuels, evident from the decrease of 81% in 2016 that17

was 86% in 1973 [1]. Major part in this RE integration is18

played by the wind energy. The wind energy is transferred19

to the main grid through a composite system called as wind20

energy conversion system (WECS) that consists of wind tur-21

bine, generator, gear box, and control equipment. The power22

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Anandakumar Haldorai .

electronics are used to integrate the generated electricity into 23

the utility grid after the wind energy is converted to elec- 24

tricity by the WECS [2]. The rapid advancement of power 25

converters has resulted in the WECS getting smaller and less 26

expensive [4], [5], [6], [7]. 27

Control of WECS is critical in renewable energy technolo- 28

gies. Various generators are used in WECS having complex 29

structures and highly nonlinear dynamics. Such a highly 30

nonlinear system needs robust control to tackle external 31

disturbances, nonlinearities, and uncertainties. Sliding mode 32

control (SMC), widely known as variable structure control, 33

is a good solution that meets the requirements of WECS. 34
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TABLE 1. Nomenclature.

Classical SMC is a power control method widely used in35

WECS. The most fundamental and straightforward control36

design for DFIG-basedWECS is the first order SMC. A good37

compromise between torque oscillations and the effectiveness38

of power conversion is offered by the SMC. The surface for39

the first order SMC, proposed in [8], is selected as the error40

between reference power and actual power. For frequency41

change under sudden load conditions, the reference power is42

chosen to be less than the maximum power. The suggested43

scheme is verified using a test bench created at NREL FAST.44

For grid-connectedWECS, a similar idea has been introduced45

in [9] and [10]. The previously mentioned first-order SMC46

schemes are continuous. The SMC based control schemes47

inherit an undesirable phenomenon of chattering and proved48

it to be harmful to the system as stated by Utkin and Lee [11],49

that results in high wear and tear, excessive power losses,50

and low control accuracy of the system. This phenomenon51

is due to the discontinuous switching control law in the52

continuous control schemes. Instead of a constant reaching53

law, the author in [12] proposes an exponential reaching law54

to solve the chattering issue. The exponential reaching law-55

based SMC gains are scheduled in accordance with the error56

magnitude. The gain increases as the error increases, and57

decreases as the error decreases. According to [12], the58

enhanced reaching law is expressed as follows:59

Ṡ = −3S−
Q

D(S)
|S|γx sign(S) (1)60

where61

D(S) = α + (1− α)e−βx |S|62

and 0 < α < 1 and βx > 0. It is evident from the surface63

equation given above, that the gain modification is performed64

betweenQ|S|γx and Q|S|γx/α,as per the magnitude of error.65

Digital control schemes are also introduced to enhance the66

SMC schemes. In order to implement a switching-free con-67

trol strategy, digital sliding mode control (DSMC) based on68

the adaptive reaching law was first presented in [13] by69

Milosavljević. The authors introduced the concept of quasi- 70

sliding mode (QSM), where the system’s trajectory is along 71

a surface that produces motion similar to sliding rather than 72

switching surfaces. The digitalized SMC guarantees to slide 73

at each sampling instant [14], [15]. The digital SMC are fur- 74

ther studied and elaborated in [13] and [16]. Other enhance- 75

ment techniques use approximation of signum function using 76

sigmoid function or continuous saturation function [17] for 77

chattering elimination at the expense of system robustness. 78

A new family of classical SMC was proposed to reduce 79

the chattering known as boundary layer SMC, whereas the 80

terminal SMC concept has been used to provide finite-time 81

convergence. Another variant of SMC known as second- 82

order SMC (SOSMC) is a successful technique in removing 83

the shortcomings of SMC (i.e., chattering and infinite-time 84

convergence) while retaining the inherent robust nature of the 85

classical SMC [18]. A high order sliding mode control using 86

a super-twisting algorithm (STA) has been proposed by [19] 87

for wind energy systems. The STA-based SMC schemes are 88

easy to implement and this is implemented to make the 89

wind energy systems more robust. Various variants of super- 90

twisting SMC (STSMC) are also reported in the literature. 91

For instance, the author in [20] combines the STSMC and 92

fractional order calculus to improve the performance of the 93

system with a chattering elimination approach. The author 94

in [21] uses a novel optimization method with STSMC for a 95

direct torque-controlled wind energy system and minimizes 96

the ripples in the torque and flux. The literature depicts that 97

STSMC has certain advantages of chattering elimination, 98

finite-time convergence, no knowledge of perturbations for a 99

system of relative degree one, continuous nature, and ensures 100

robustness against Lipschitz continuous disturbance having 101

bounded gradients. 102

Although the STSMC improves the system performance, 103

it has certain drawbacks under disturbing scenarios. The stan- 104

dard STSMChaving fixed gains is not capable of handling the 105

uncertainties and disturbances growing with the state variable 106

or with time due to the homogeneous nature of the STSMC 107
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scheme [22]. Several efforts have been made to improve the108

performance of standard STSMC for timely growing uncer-109

tainties. The performance of STSMC has been improved by110

using variable gains. The variable gains were initially intro-111

duced to the first order SMC applied under the perturbations112

with known bounds a priori [23], [24]. The same concept was113

also applied in [25] with a non-homogeneous control struc-114

ture and timely growing correction terms. This concept has115

been employed to improve the performance of wind energy116

conversion systems. For instance, the authors in [26] and [27]117

proposed the STSMC scheme based on the variable gain118

structure proposed in [25] and achieved rare output chatter-119

ing, maximized power, low stress, and smoother firing angles120

of converters. The variable gain STSMC has further been121

modified using fuzzy logic theory [28], ANFIS [29], and bar-122

rier function [30] for wind energy systems. Although, these123

variations in standard STSMC improve the performance, but124

increases the mathematical and computation complexities125

of the applied control schemes. Artificial intelligence tech-126

niques that include deep reinforcement learning and feedfor-127

ward techniques are also employed to update the weights of128

the STSMC scheme as reported in [31], [32], and [33]. These129

techniques serve as adaptive control schemes and improve the130

performance of STSMC, and at the same time adding more131

complexity to the system. To assess this situation and improve132

the performance of STSMC scheme, this paper introduces133

the artificial intelligence with STSMC paradigm for DFIG-134

based wind energy systems. The proposed AI based STSMC135

(AISTSMC) system shown in Fig. 1, which results in the136

following major contributions:137

• The SMC is enhanced using super-twisting SMC138

scheme. The problems generated from using high order139

control schemes are evaluated theoretically and math-140

ematically. The non-linear part that is based on the141

variable approaching law lacks the anti-disturbance142

capability. This may result in system inability to follow143

the ideal trajectory and convergence delay. Thus, a new144

controller is then synergized with STSMC to cope with145

the aforementioned problems.146

• A new AISTSMC technique is proposed using artifi-147

cial neural network to reduce the tracking error and148

improve the convergence trajectory of STSMC scheme.149

The new control law adequately compensates the highly150

non-linear internal and external disturbances, modeling151

errors, and parametric uncertainties. The disadvantages152

of STSMC are convergence delay due to uncertainty and153

degraded transient performance, which are addressed154

using AISTSMC scheme.155

• The proposed strategy exhibits improved performance,156

validated through extensive numerical simulations and157

experimental environment based on processor in the158

loop (PIL) concept. The results are numerically pre-159

sented and compared with conventional SMC and160

STSMC schemes for chattering elimination and robust-161

ness against disturbances of step and stochastic nature.162

II. SYSTEM DYNAMICS OF DFIG-WECS 163

The implementation of SMC law utilizes the dynamic model 164

of DFIG-based WECS. The DFIG-based WECS comprises 165

a hub, low and high-speed shafts, gearbox, brake, and a gen- 166

erator. The model order is determined by the number of joints 167

or degrees of freedom; thus, a two-mass model is adopted in 168

this paper. The aerodynamic power from the wind speed is 169

given as follows: 170

P =
1
2
ρπR2Cp(λ, β)v3 171

where (2) 172

λ =
�tR
v

(3) 173

Cp = c1
(c2
λ
− 1

)
e
−c3
λ (4) 174

At λ = λopt , the Cp reaches its maximum value, thus Cp = 175

Cp−max. In this case, the torque of the wind turbine is as 176

follows: 177

Tr =
Tt
G
ωt =

ωr

G
(5) 178

The reference generator speed is given as follows: 179

ω
ref
r =

λoptG
R

v (6) 180

The reference speed is calculated using (6) when the system is 181

operating at maximum power point, whereas, it is calculated 182

from power curve data and look up tables in other cases. The 183

reference grid power is given as follows: 184

Prefgrid =
1
2
ηρπ2Cp−maxv3 (7) 185

Vds = RsIds +
d
dt
ϕds − ωsϕqs

Vqs = RsIqs +
d
dt
ϕqs + ωsϕds

Vdr = Rr Ids +
d
dt
ϕdr − (ωs − ωr ) ϕqs

Vqr = Rr Iqs +
d
dt
ϕqr − (ωs − ωr ) ϕds


(8) 186

The rotor dynamics of DFIG is given by: 187

J
d
dt
ωr = Tem − Tr − frωr (9) 188

where the electromagnetic torque is given as follows: 189

Tem = P
MVs
ωsLs

(
ϕqsIdr − ϕdsIqr

)
(10) 190

As per the concept of vector control, aligning the reference 191

frame to the d-axis of stator flux one gets ϕds = ϕs and 192

ϕqs = 0. The electromagnetic torque is given as follows: 193

Tem = −P
MVs
ωsLs

ϕsIqr (11) 194
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TABLE 2. SMC techniques applied in literature for WECS.
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FIGURE 1. DFIG-based WECS operating under proposed control scheme.

The rotor currents, active and reactive power at constant195

stator flux, Vds = 0, and Vqr = Vs = Vdr = ωsϕs are given196

as follows:197

d
dt Idr =

1
σLr

(
Vdr − Rr Idr + sσLrωsIqr

)
d
dt Iqr =

1
σLr

(
Vqr − Rr Iqr − sσLrωsIdr

)
 (12)198

Ps = −
MVs
Ls

Iqr ;Qs =
V 2
s

ωsLs
Iqr −

MVs
Ls

Idr (13)199

A. GRID MODEL200

The grid side model in terms of grid voltages, currents, and201

grid parameters are given as follows:202

Vgd = ωgLgigq − Lg ddt Igd + ed − RgIgd

Vgq = −ωgLgigd − Lg ddt Igq + eq − RgIgq

}
(14)203

Rearranging the above equations, one gets the grid model in204

terms of current dynamics:205

d
dt
Igd =

1
Lg

(
ed − RgIgd − Vgd + ωgLgIgq

)
d
dt
Igq =

1
Lg

(
eq − RgIgq − Vgq − ωgLgIgd

)
 (15)206

The DFIG rotor experiences a dynamic and variable wind207

flow as a result of the wind’s stochastic and gusty nature.208

Therefore, it is necessary to an effective paradigm should 209

be implemented to complete the challenging task of regu- 210

lating a constant DC link voltage. To accomplish this task, 211

a vector control strategy will be used. The orientation of 212

reference frame is aligned with grid or stator voltage using 213

the vector control strategy. Thus when VS = VD and VQ = 214

0, active power and reactive power adapts a new structure 215

given as: 216

Pg =
3
2

(
Vgd Id + VgqIgq

)
=

3
2

(
Vgd Id

)
Qg =

3
2

(
VgqIgd + Vd Igq

)
=

3
2

(
Vgd Igq

)
 (16) 217

As shown in (16), Id and Iq directly impacts the flow of 218

electric power from grid to the converters that equalizes to 219

the DC power given as follows: 220

Ios =
3
2E

Vgd Igd (17) 221

C
dE
dt
= Ios − Ior (18) 222

Substituting (17) in (18), we get: 223

Ė = g(x)Igd − 1
c Ior where g(x) =

1
c

3
2E

Vgd (19) 224
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The uncertain term1g(x) is added to g(x) in (19),and is given225

as follows:226

g(x) = g0(x)+1g(x); go(x) =
1
c

3
2Eref

Vgd (20)227

where Eref is the reference value of E . Putting g(x) from (20)228

in to (19), it gives us:229

Ė = g0(x)Igd −
1
c
Ior + dE; dE = 1g(x)Igd (21)230

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DESIGN OF231

STANDARD STSMC232

This section initially formulates the mathematical model of233

DFIG-WECS for developing the problems in the system due234

to non-linear uncertainties. Various controllers have been235

developed and discussed in this section to mitigate the prob-236

lems arising from uncertainties and perturbation.237

A. STATE SPACE MODELING AND238

PROBLEM FORMULATION239

The classical linear controllers have satisfactory performance240

in linear time-varying systems. Contrary, the DFIG is a highly241

non-linear and strongly coupled system and becomes more242

complex when operated in grid-connected mode. The varying243

operating and environmental conditions make the control244

more difficult. A robust non-linear control system like SMC245

is necessary for the efficient control of the DFIG-based wind246

energy systems under both normal and disturbed conditions.247

The SMC principle is to bring a system to the proposed248

sliding surface with a non-linear control law consisting of a249

switching function resulting in the gradual stabilization to the250

equilibrium point of the system on that surface. The DFIG-251

based non-linear system needs to be represented in state252

space form along with the uncertain dynamics to understand,253

design, and improve the SMC design. The non-linear system254

given in section II is represented as follows in its state space255

form:256

ẋ(t) = F(x)+ G(x)u (22)257

The states and the non-linear dynamic functionF(x) andG(x)258

are given as follows:259

x(t) =
[
x1 x2 x3

]T
=
[
ωr irqs i

r
ds
]T

(23)260

F(x) =

FωFq
Fd

 =


− (1/J) (Tr + fr�r )

−
Rr
σLr

Idr + sωsIqr

−
Rr
σLr

Iqr − sωsIdr − s
MVs
σLrLs

261

(24)262

G(x) =

Gω 0 0
0 Gq 0
0 0 Gd

 =


1
J

0 0

0
1
σLr

0

0 0
1
σLr

 (25)263

u =
[
Tem Vqr Vdr ]T (26)264

Once the system is defined in the desired state, the control 265

objective is defined. In the presence of system uncertainties 266

and disturbances, the control objective is the convergence of 267

the current state vector to the desired or reference state vector. 268

For this purpose, a sliding variable S is designed to achieve 269

the required dynamic of the system given in (22) during the 270

sliding mode S = S(x, t) = 0. Also, it is assumed that 271

the relative degree of the input-output (u → S) is one, 272

with stable internal dynamics. Therefore, the input-output 273

dynamics can be presented as: 274

Ṡ =
∂s
∂t
+
∂s
∂x
F(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸

F(x,t)

+
∂s
∂x
G(x)u︸ ︷︷ ︸

G(x,t)

(27) 275

Also, it is assumed that: 276

A1: The uncertain function G(x, t) ∈ R exists and can be 277

shown as follows: 278

G(x, t) = G0(x, t)+1G(x, t) (28) 279

where G0(x, t) > 0 is a function that is known and 1G(x, t) 280

is a bounded uncertainty so that 281

|1G(x, t)|
G0(x, t)

= %(x, t) ≤ %1 < 1 (29) 282

∀x ∈ Rn and t ∈ [0,∞) with an unknown boundary %1. 283

A2:. The function F(x, t) ∈ R is presented as 284

F(x, t) = F1(x, t)+ F2(x, t) (30) 285

with the bounded terms 286

|F1(x, t)| ≤ δ1|s|1/2∣∣Ḟ2(x, t)
∣∣ ≤ δ2

}
(31) 287

where the finite boundaries δ1, δ2 > 0 exist but is unknown. 288

A final equation is given is follows: 289

Ṡ = F(x, t)+

1+
1G(x, t)
G0(x, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
G2(x,t)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

G1(x,t)

µ (32) 290

where µ = G0(x, t)u. From A1, one gets 291

A3: 292

1− %1 ≤ G1(x, t) ≤ 1+ %1 (33) 293

The objective now is to drive the sliding surface S and Ṡ to 294

zero under disturbance and perturbations in finite-time. SMC 295

can efficiently fulfill this objective when the boundary of the 296

disturbance is known. 297

B. FIRST ORDER SMC DESIGN FOR DFIG-WECS 298

The surfaces that will be used in the design of first-order 299

SMC are selected as an error between the reference and actual 300

states. The surfaces are suggested based on the difference 301

between the reference and the state variable. In DFIG-based 302

WECS, the controllable state components include current, 303

speed, and DC link voltage. These controllable state compo- 304

nents will be used to control the WECS in this section. 305
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C. ROTOR SIDE CONTROL306

1) SPEED CONTROL307

The speed control is the first step to in the RSC control, where308

speed error is taken given as follows:309

eω = ωr − ωrefr (34)310

Taking its derivative as ėω = ω̇r−ω̇refr ; and putting the values311

from (9) we have:312

ėω =
Tem
J
+ d3 − ω̇refr (35)313

The surface is selected as (35) and is given as follows:314

Sω = eω (36)315

Taking derivative of the above surface, one gets the following316

relation:317

Ṡω = ėω =
Tem
J
+ d3 − ω̇refr (37)318

The SMC law consists of an equivalent terms which is319

acquired here by selecting Ṡω = 0. The equivalent term is320

given as follows:321

T eqem = J
(
ω̇refr − d3

)
(38)322

The final control law T refem−SMC is obtained using T eqem in (38)323

and switching control part T sem = −J (k3 sgn(Sω)) and is324

given as follows:325

T refem−SMC = T eqem + T sem
T eqem = J

(
ω̇
ref
r − d3

)
T sem = −J (k3 sgn (Sω))

 (39)326

327

2) CURRENT CONTROL328

The objective of current control law derivation is to ensure the329

current x tracking of xref where the xref is given as follows:330

xref = [I refdr I refqr ]T (40)331

The reference q−axis current (I refqr ) is obtained from(11) and332

is given as follows:333

I refqr =
ωsLs
PMVs

T refem (41)334

The d-axis reference current is derived by substitutingQrefs =335

0, in reference reactive power Qrefs =
V 2
s

ωsLs
−

MVs
ωsLs

Idr and is336

given as:337

I refdr =
Vs
ωsM

(42)338

The current control is the second step to in the RSC control339

that takes the reference current from speed control loop and340

uses the current error, given as follows:341

ei = x − xref

ei = [e1 e2]T

ei =
[
Idr − I

ref
dr Iqr − I

ref
qr

]
 (43)342

The next step is to take the derivative of current errors given 343

in (43). The values of variables are substituted in derivatives 344

of current errors from (12) and are given as follows: 345

ė1 =
1
σLr

(Vdr − Rr Idr + sσLrωsIqr − İ
ref
dr

ė2 =
1
σLr

(Vqr − Rr Iqr + sσLrωsIdr − İ refqr

 (44) 346

Hence (44) can be written as: 347

ė1 = G1 +
1
σLr

Vdr −
1
σLr

Rr Idr

ė2 = G2 +
1
σLr

Vqr −
1
σLr

Rr Iqr


where


G1 =

1
σLr

(sσLrωsIqr − İ
ref
dr )

G2 =
1
σLr

(sσLrωsIdr − İ refqr )


(45) 348

The current control loop derivation is performed by select- 349

ing the surface same as the dq current errors, given as follows: 350

S =

[
S1
S2

]
=

[
e1
e2

]
(46) 351

The derivative of the above surface is given as follows: 352

Ṡ =

[
Ṡ1

Ṡ2

]
=

[
ė1
ė2

]
(47) 353

Selecting Ṡ = 0, and the using the SMC theory, a final 354

current control law consisting of equivalent control and dis- 355

continuous control terms is derived given as follows: 356

V ref
dr−SMC = σLr (

Rr
σLr

Idr − G1︸ ︷︷ ︸
V eqdr

−k1 sgn (S1))

V ref
qr−SMC = σLr (

Rr
σLr

Iqr − G2︸ ︷︷ ︸
V eqqr

−k2 sgn (S2))


(48) 357

here V ref
dr and V ref

qr are the references voltages to be fed to 358

modulation stage. 359

D. GRID SIDE CONTROL 360

The third step in the control of DFIG-WECS is DC link 361

voltage control scheme derivation, that is performed by taking 362

the DC link voltage error eE shown as below: 363

eE = E − Eref (49) 364

Now, to get the final control law, derivative of voltage error 365

is first taken and then values from (21) are substituted to get 366

the following equations: 367

ėE = Ė − Ėref

ėE = g0(x)Igd −
1
C
Ior + dE − Ėref

}
(50) 368

Now selecting the surface for GSC control law same as the 369

voltage error given as follows: 370

SE = eE (51) 371
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The derivative of the surface for GSC control law is given as:372

ṠE = ėE (52)373

Now using the SMC theory, the equivalent part is derived374

from above equation equalizing to zero, and taking the dis-375

continuous term as Id−s =
1

g0(x)
(−k4 sgn (SE )), the fol-376

lowing control is obtained:377

given378

I refd−SMC = Id−eq + Id−s

Id−eq =
1

g0(x)

(
Ėref +

1
C
I0r

)
Id−s =

1
g0(x)

(−k4 sgn (SE ))

 (53)379

The control laws for RSC and GSC derived in the above380

section can improve the performance of DFIG-WECS but it381

can also result in degraded performance due to the inherent382

chattering. A number of techniques are present in literature383

to attenuate the chattering phenomenon in which high order384

sliding mode control (HOSMC) schemes are widely adapted.385

A type of HOSMC known as STSMC can successfully elim-386

inate the chattering phenomenon.387

E. SUPER-TWISTING SMC DESIGN FOR DFIG-WECS388

AND LIMITATIONS389

The sliding mode control is divided into five generations,390

according to Fridman et al. [48] (1) first Slidingmode control,391

super-twisting algorithms, arbitrary order SMC, and contin-392

uous arbitrary SMC. The third-generation STSMC benefits393

from Lipschitz uncertainties with control signal of a con-394

tinuous type. For WECS, the authors of [49], [50], [51],395

[52], [53], [54], and [55] proposed STSMC. The HOSMC396

maintains the benefits of the FOSMC, such as invariance397

and robustness, chattering elimination and control accuracy398

improve by removing the relative degree limitations [56]. The399

simplified structured super-twisting algorithm (STA), which400

requires least target information, is the most widely used401

algorithm for achieving HOSMC [57], [58]. The control law402

is deduced here using the STA structure described in [38].403

u =
1
G0

[−F(x, t)+ µ1 + µ2]

µ1 = −α
√
|S(t)| sign (S(t))

µ̇2 = −
β

2
sign (S(t))

 (54)404

where the bounded control gains, α and β, are determined405

by the system’s operating under unknown disturbances.406

Using the attributes of STSMC, a speed control is derived407

using the STA and equivalent term from (39). The STSMC408

based control paradigm is given as follows:409

T refem−STSMC = Tem−eq + Tem−s
Tem−eq = J

(
ω̇
ref
r − d3

)
Tem−s = J

(
−αω |Sω|

1
2 sign (Sω)− βω

∫
sign (Sω)

)
410

(55)411

FIGURE 2. STSMC trajectory comparison under normal and disturbed
conditions. (a) Normal view. (b) Zoomed view portraying delay in the
system trajectory.

In the similar way, the STA (54) and the equivalent 412

part in (48) are used to obtain the RSC control law given 413

as follows: 414

V ref
dr−STSMC = σLr (

Rr
σLr

Idr − G1︸ ︷︷ ︸
V eqdr

−α1 |S1|
1
2 sign (S1)

−β1
∫
sign (S1))

V ref
qr−STSMC = σLr (

Rr
σLr

Iqr − G2︸ ︷︷ ︸
V eqqr

−α2 |S2|
1
2 sign (S2)

−β2
∫
sign (S2))


415

(56) 416

To transfer power from RSC to grid, the GSC employs the 417

same surface made up of the difference between the DC link 418

voltage and its reference. The new HOSMC law for GSC 419

using (54) and equivalent law from (53) is given as follows: 420

I refd−STSMC =
1

g0(x)

[
Ėref +

1
C
I0r − αE |SE |

1
2 sign (SE ) 421

−βE

∫
sign (SE )

]
(57) 422

The DFIG-based WECS is prone to certain uncertainties. 423

The ideal convergence trajectory cannot be achieved under 424

these uncertainties. The STSMC law consists of two compo- 425

nents: (1) integral part −β2
∫
sign(S(t))dt and nonlinear part 426
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FIGURE 3. Proposed AISTSMC based control scheme.

−α
√
|S(t)|sign(S(t))dt . The non-linear part that is based on427

variable approaching law lacks the ant-disturbance capability.428

Thus, under the disturbed condition, the system cannot follow429

the ideal trajectory resulting in convergence delay as shown430

in Fig. 2. The convergence delay based on the analysis of [24]431

is given as tB in the following equation:432

t0 < tA + tB

tA =
2
√
e(0) |
α

tB =
1G(0)+

(
β + |1Ĝ|

)
tA

β − |1Ġ|

 (58)433

where, tB can be seen as the convergence delay cause by the434

system disturbance. The trajectory of the STSMC scheme435

under normal and uncertain situation is shown in Fig. 2 that436

clearly shows the convergence delay. The asymptotic stability437

of STSMC control scheme using Lyapunov stability theorem438

is given as under:439

V̇ =ST
· Ṡ

V̇ = ST
(
−α
√
|S| sgn(S)−

∫
β sgn(S)dt +1G(t)

)
V̇ =−STα

√
|S| sgn(S)−ST

∫
β sgn(S)dt +ST1G(t)

440

(59)441

Putting the value of sgn = S
|S| =

|S|
S in the above expression,442

one gets:443

≤ −α

∣∣∣ST
∣∣∣√|S| − ∣∣∣ST

∣∣∣ ∫ βdt +
∣∣∣ST1G(t)

∣∣∣444

= −α

∣∣∣ST
∣∣∣√|S| − ∣∣∣ST

∣∣∣ ∫ βdt +
∣∣∣ST

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∫ 1̇G(t)dt

∣∣∣∣445

≤ −α

∣∣∣ST
∣∣∣√|S| − ∣∣∣ST

∣∣∣ ∫ βdt +
∣∣∣ST

∣∣∣ ∫ |1Ġ(t)|dt446

(60)447

where1G(t) is uncertainty in the system. Because |1Ġ(t)| < 448

%̇1 < α, then 449

V̇ ≤ −α
∣∣∣ST

∣∣∣√|S| − ∣∣∣ST
∣∣∣ ∫ βdt +

∣∣∣ST
∣∣∣ ∫ 1Gdt 450

= −α

∣∣∣ST
∣∣∣√|S| − ∣∣∣ST

∣∣∣ (∫ βdt −
∫
1Gdt

)
451

≤ −

∣∣∣ST
∣∣∣√|S| 452

≤ 0 (61) 453

One of the most widely used control methods for WECS 454

has been proved to be STSMC. Table 3 lists the various 455

systems using the STSMC scheme along with their surfaces, 456

errors, and system types. In [49] and [55], the author uses 457

STA to extract the most power possible while maintaining 458

robustness, chatter-free control, finite reaching time, and 459

upper bounds on externally applied disturbances. The authors 460

in [47] have found a solution to the problemwith upper bound 461

presumption where an adaptive multivariable control scheme 462

with finite-time convergence and adaptive gain adjustment. 463

To demonstrate the finite-time convergence and stability of 464

the suggested control scheme, a novel Lyapunov stability the- 465

ory is put forth by [47]. For floating wind turbines, an adap- 466

tive super-twisting control scheme has been presented in [59]. 467

In STA algorithm-based control laws, the two controller 468

gains, α and β are fixed and selected to control performance. 469

These gains in each of the aforementioned control laws are 470

typically established by the uncertainties boundary, which 471

depends on several variables. In the process of designing 472

control laws, the uncertainty boundary is typically estimated 473

sufficiently, leading to unnecessary gains. Adaptive sliding 474

mode control (ASMC) schemes are used to address the prob- 475

lems of unnecessary constant gains. The gain is adjusted to be 476

small enough to maintain the sliding motion using ASMC- 477

based schemes that combine SMC theory and adaptive 478
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algorithm characteristics [47]. A recent adaptive STA-based479

SMC scheme for PMSG-based tidal stream turbine was pro-480

posed by Chen et al. [60]. The gains listed below can be used481

to adapt the HOSMC scheme previously mentioned:482

α̇ =

{
σ
√
γ1/2, if S 6= 0
0, if S = 0

483

β = εα (62)484

where γ1 and ε are positive constants. The adaptive gains485

given in (62) can sufficiently minimize the chattering and486

increase the robustness of STSMC scheme, yet the over-487

estimation problem of the adapted gains still persists. The488

stability proof for the HOSMC can be found in [60] with the489

Lyapunov function given by [61]. Thus, due to decrease in490

the robustness of STSMC, an intelligent approach is adapted491

in this study to enhance the performance of STSMC scheme.492

IV. PROPOSED AISTSMC BASED CONTROL SYSTEM493

The disadvantages of STSMC discussed in the previ-494

ous section are convergence delay due to uncertainty and495

degraded transient performance. A new AISTSMC technique496

is proposed in this section to reduce the tracking error and497

improve the convergence trajectory of the STSMC scheme.498

The new control law consists new term µANN , which com-499

pensates for the highly non-linear internal and external dis-500

turbances, modeling errors, and parametric uncertainties. The501

artificial neural network and STSMC synergized operation502

is shown in Fig. 3. The new AISTSMC based control law is503

given as follows:504

u = ueq + µn + µ2 + µANN (63)505

The AI based part µANN in (63) is given as under:506

µANN =

k∑
i=1

ieiג (64)507

The µANN represents the ANN controller with single neuron,508

adjustable weights, and two inputs. The adjustable weights509

represented by 1ג and 1ג for i = 1, 2. The inputs to the510

ANN controller part are speed, current, and DC link voltage511

error E1 = e and their integral E2 =
∑k

l=1 e(i). Hebbian512

algorithm is used to update the adjustable weights represented513

in implicit scalar form as follows:514

ג̇ = iג + ηy(x)xi (65)515

516

here y (xn) is again the output, this time explicitly depen-517

dent on its input vector x. The Hebbian algorithm with its518

input,
∑

i ,ixiג followed by a response function f () can be519

represented as follows:520

y = f

(
N∑
i=1

ixiג

)
. (66)521

The synaptic weight iג evolution with time is described by522

Hebbian plasticity as under:523

dגi
dt
= ηxiy. (67)524

The response function y can be represented in a more 525

simpler form is given as under in (68) followed by its version 526

in matrix form in (69): 527

dגi
dt
= ηxi

N∑
j=1

jxjג (68) 528

dג
dt
= ηxxT .ג (69) 529

The data variable x in (69), when taken as an average over 530

continuous (time) or discrete, can be written as: 531

dג
dt
=

〈
ηxxT ג

〉
= η < xxT > w = ηCג. (70) 532

In eigenvectors basis form, (t)ג is written as follows: 533

(t)ג = k1eηα1tc1 + k2eηα2tc2 + . . .+ kN eηαN tcN (71) 534

It is clear from (71) and eigenvectors theory, that one term 535

in (71) dominates others onwith the passage of sufficient time 536

and thus: 537

(t)ג ≈ eηa
∗tc∗ (72) 538

where α∗ is the largest eigenvalue of C . The postsynaptic 539

neuron performs the following operation at this instant: 540

y ≈ eηα
∗tc∗x (73) 541

The largest eigenvalue c∗ is related to the computation 542

of first principal component. Hebbian algorithm using the 543

double integrated values of the error is used to tune the 544

weights iג̃ making it adaptive. The adaptive weights are given 545

as follows:, 546

iג̃˙ = iג̃ + ηiZiU (74) 547

where ,Zi =
∫ k
n=1

∫ k
n=1 e,U is the control signal, and ηi 548

is the learning rates. Equation (74) is implemented using 549

discontinuous projector operator shown as follows: 550

iג̃ = proj̃ג
[
ζ iג̃
]

(75) 551

where ζ represents the learning gain. The projection operator 552

is defined as follows: 553

proj̃גi (?) =

 0 if iג̃ = imaxג and ? > 0
0 if iג̃ = iminג and ? < 0

? otherwise

 554

(76) 555

This completes the description and stability analysis of pro- 556

posed loop synergized with STSMC scheme. Using theµANN 557

from (64). The new AISTSMC based control scheme adapts 558

the following structure: 559

ueq =
1
G0

[−F(x, t)]

µn = −α
√
|S(t)| sign (S(t))

µ̇2 = −
β

2
sign (S(t))

µAANN (k) =
i=n∑
i=1

i(k)xi(k)ג


(77) 560
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As described earlier, that eh inputs to the ANN controller561

part are errors E1 = e and their integral E2 =
∫
ed(t),562

thus (77) can be expanded as follows:563

ueq =
1
G0

[−F(x, t)]

µn = −α
√
|S(t)| sign (S(t))+ 1e(t)ג

µ̇2 = −β sign (S(t))+ 2e(t)ג

 (78)564

using the relation e = |e| sign(e), the above equation can565

be further summarized to:566

ueq =
1
G0

[−F(x, t)]

µn = (−α + 1ג
√
|e|)
√
|S(t)| sign (S(t))

µ̇2 = (−β + (|e|2ג sign (S(t))

 (79)567

568

569

Taking 2α = (α − 1ג
√
|e|), and 2β = (β − ,(|e|2ג (79)570

can be written as follows:571

ueq =
1
G0

[−F(x, t)]

µn = −2α
√
|S(t)| sign (S(t))

µ̇2 = −2β sign (S(t))

 (80)572

The control law in (80) depicts that newANNbased control573

loop results in a adjustable gain that varies with the error574

magnitude.575

The DFIG-WECS control consists of two major compo-576

nents: rotor side control (RSC) and grid side control (GSC).577

The main objective in SMC of DFIG-WECS is to track the578

reference speed in the outer loop of RSC. The error between579

reference and generator speed is used to generate reference580

q-axis current. The rotor currents are controlled in the inner581

control loop of RSC using the error between reference cur-582

rents and actual currents.583

The derivatives of the sliding surfaces given in (36), (46),584

and (51) when combined with (63) with ANN part in (80)585

gives the required control law using SMC theory given as in586

(81), shown at the bottom of the page.587

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED588

CONTROL SCHEMES589

This section presents the performance comparison of the590

proposed AISTSMC with conventional SMC and STSMC591

schemes through a processor in the loop (PIL) based exper- 592

imental setup. The PIL-based setup, shown in Fig. 4, 593

uses a Dual Core Processor TMS320F379D integrated with 594

MATLAB/Simulink at a sampling rate of 5× 10−5 s in dis- 595

crete time. In the adapted PIL environment, the control board 596

is physically connected to the DFIG-WECS model operat- 597

ing in Simulink. The dual core processor programming is 598

done using rapid prototyping environment from Simulink. 599

The discussed controllers are discretized, and compiled from 600

MATLAB/Simulink and then hex version of these controllers 601

is programmed into the RAM of processor, where data 602

exchange takes place using high speed serial port. Two types 603

of tests are conducted for various control schemes. In the first 604

test, a deterministic wind speed waveform is used as input 605

windwith external disturbance applied as a step load to testify 606

to the robustness of the proposed control scheme. In the 607

second test, a stochastic wind speedwaveform is used as input 608

wind. In this test, a lumped uncertainty d(t) commissioning 609

external and parametric uncertainty with 25% variation is 610

added to the DFIG-based WECS. Response optimization is 611

used in this paper to select the SMC and STSMC gains. 612

The Optimization toolbox in MATLAB/Simulink is used to 613

perform the optimization process where integral absolute 614

error has been used as criteria to minimize the objective func- 615

tion. The introduction of ANN to STSMC can cause some 616

problems due to the Hebbian algorithm. The neurons in the 617

ANN controller updated by Hebbian algorithm are activated 618

to increase the weights, that can cause instability. Thus, the 619

weights are normalized in every iteration to limit the infinite 620

increase using the relation i(k)′ג = /i(k)ג
∑k

i=1 .|i(k)ג| 621

The outcomes of the two case studies considered are 622

explained as follows: 623

A. CASE 1: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER 624

STEP UNCERTAINTY 625

In this test, an external disturbance is applied as a step 626

signal to testify to the chattering elimination capabilities 627

and robustness of the proposed control scheme. The DFIG 628

speed response to the deterministic wind speed waveform 629

is shown in Fig. 5. The zoomed-in view in Fig. 5(a) shows 630

the chattering phenomenon in the speed waveform due to 631

the discontinuous nature of the equivalent control law in 632

SMC.On the other hand, both the STSMC and AISTSMC 633

are of continuous nature, and successfully eliminates the 634

1. T refem−AISTSMC = J
(
ω̇r−ref − d3 −2αE |SE |

1
2 sign (Sω)−2βE

∫
sign (Sω)

)
2. V ref

dr−AISTSMC = σLr

(
−G1 +

1
σLr

Rr Idr −2αE |SE |
1
2 sign (S1)−2βE

∫
sign (S1)

)
3. V ref

qr−AISTSMC = σLr

(
−G2 +

1
σLr

Rr Iqr −2αE |SE |
1
2 sign (S2)−2βE

∫
sign (S2)

)
4. I refd−AISTSMC =

1
g0(x)

(
Ė∗ +

1
C
I0r −2αE |SE |

1
2 sign (SE )−2βE

∫
sign (SE )

)
(81)
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FIGURE 4. Experimental Setup.

FIGURE 5. Reference speed tracking comparison under step disturbance
conditions. (a) Normal view with chattering comparison. (b) Zoomed view
depicting speed response at time of step uncertainty.

chattering in SMC.A step uncertainty is applied at t = 5 s and635

the response of the SMC, STSMC, and AISTSMC schemes is636

given in Fig. 5(b). The robust nature of SMC is evident from637

Fig. 5(b), as it shows a little deviation in response to the step638

uncertainty, but it loses its efficiency due to severe chattering.639

The lack of robustness described insection 3.3 is visible from640

the speed waveform in Fig. 5(b). It can be seen that the641

FIGURE 6. Active power comparison under step disturbance conditions.
(a) Normal view with chattering comparison. (b) Zoomed view depicting
active power at time of step uncertainty.

speed waveform for STSMC loses its tracking at t = 5 s and 642

converges very slowly to the reference value. TheANN-based 643

AISTSMC compensates for the STSMC problem and gives 644

improved performance when step disturbance is applied. 645

The speed deviation for STSMC is 158.1545 rad s−1 from 646

reference value, whereas AISTSMC gives much lesser devi- 647

ation of 158.154 rad s−1. Similarly, the AISTSMC shows 648
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FIGURE 7. Reactive power comparison under step disturbance conditions.

faster convergence and converges back to the reference value649

after t = 0.023 s, whereas STSMC loses its convergence at650

this time.651

The DFIG active power response to the deterministic wind652

speed waveform is compared in Fig. 6. The zoomed-in view653

in the Fig. 6(a) shows chattering in the active powerwaveform654

due to the discontinuous nature of the equivalent control655

law in SMC.Contrary, STSMC and AISTSMC gives smooth656

waveform with less chattering. The variation in active power657

for SMC, STSMC, and AISTSMC when step disturbance is658

applied is given in Fig. 6(b). The SMC shows robustness659

and has less deviation (compared to the active power under660

normal condition). Thelack of robustness in STSMC is visible661

from the active power waveform in Fig. 6(b). It can be seen662

that the active power waveform for STSMCdeviates at a large663

scale compared to the active power under the normal condi-664

tion at t = 5 s. The ANN-based AISTSMC compensates for665

the STSMC problem and gives improved performance when666

step disturbance is applied. The peak active power deviation667

for normal active power is 0.02 kW,whereas AISTSMCgives668

a much lesser deviation of 0.01 kW at t = 5.1 s. Similarly,669

the AISTSMC converges back to the normal power after670

t = 0.398 s, whereas STSMC loses convergence and provides671

excessive power of 0.01 kW at this point.672

The DFIG reactive power response to the deterministic673

wind speed waveform is shown inFig. 7. The reactive power674

converges to zero in a finite-time. The zoomed-in view in675

Fig. 7 shows excessive chattering in reactive power under the676

SMC scheme due to the discontinuous nature of the equiva-677

lent control law. A step uncertainty is applied at t = 5 s and678

the response of the SMC, STSMC, and AISTSMC schemes679

is given in Fig. 7. The robustness of SMC is evident from the680

figure, as it shows a little deviation from zero, but it loses its681

efficiency due to severe chattering. The STSMC disadvan-682

tages of less robustness is evident from the reactive power683

waveform in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the reactive power684

waveform for STSMC deviates from 0 K VAR at t = 5 s685

and converges very slowly to the zero value. The ANN-based686

AISTSMC compensates for the STSMC problems and gives687

improved performance when step disturbance is applied.688

FIGURE 8. Grid side performance analysis. (a) DC Link Voltage
comparison under step disturbance. (b) DC-link voltage error comparison
under step disturbance.

The reactive power deviation for STSMC is 0.807 k VAR 689

from zero value, whereas AISTSMC gives much lesser devi- 690

ation of 0.0013 kVAR. Similarly the AISTSMC converges 691

back to the zero value after t = 0.05 s, whereas STSMC 692

convergence to zero after t = 1 s. 693

A similar analysis is also made for grid-side control. The 694

DC link response to the deterministic wind speedwaveform is 695

shown in Fig. 8. A constant voltage of 760V is selected as ref- 696

erence voltage (E∗). It can be observed that SMC is showinga 697

fast convergence of 0.97 s, but it suffers from severe chatter- 698

ing in theVDC . The SMC shows an overshoot 18.1V, STSMC 699

offers a larger overshoot of 40V, whereas the AISTSMC has 700

a lesser overshoot of 23V with improved and much smoother 701

VDC . Similarly, at t = 5 s, where a step uncertainty is applied, 702

the SMC offers good robustness followed by AISTSMC with 703

an overshoot of 8V. The STSMC, due to less robustness, 704

offers a high overshoot of 106V compared to the proposed 705

AISTSMC scheme that offers an overshoot of 80V. Thus, 706

it is validated that the STSMC exhibits inherent chattering 707

elimination feature due to its continuous nature, whereas the 708

AISTSMC enjoys both the robustness and chattering elimina- 709

tion features and proves itself to be a viable option for DFIG- 710

based WECS. The error waveform for the VDC is shown in 711

Fig. 8 (b) where it is clear that the AISTSMC provides less 712

error than the STSMC scheme. 713
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FIGURE 9. Rotor speed convergence comparison under lumped
disturbance.

FIGURE 10. Active power comparison under lumped disturbance.
(a) Normal view. (b) Zoomed view depicting variation in active power
under lumped disturbance.

B. CASE 2: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER714

PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTIES AND DISTURBANCES715

In this test, a lumped uncertainty d(t) commissioning external716

and parametric uncertainty with 25% variation is added to717

the DFIG-based WECS. This uncertainty is mathematically718

expressed as follows:719

ẋ = F(x)+ Hu = f (x)+ hu+ d(t)
d(t) = 25%f (x)+ 25%hu+ 2− sin(ωt)

}
(82)720

A similar disturbance imitating 25 % variation is also added721

to the grid side and expressed as follows:722

dE = 25%g(x)+ 5 sin(ωt) (83)723

FIGURE 11. Reactive power comparison under lumped disturbance.

FIGURE 12. Grid side performance analysis under lumped disturbance.
(a) DC Link Voltage comparison. (b) DC-link voltage error comparison.

The DFIG speed response to the stochastic wind waveform 724

is shown in Fig. 9. The zoomed-in view in Fig. 9 shows 725

that the SMC has robust performance as compared to the 726

STSMC scheme under lumped uncertainties. The total devi- 727

ation for SMC is 0.02 rad s−1, whereas the deviation for 728

STSMC is 0.03 rad s−1, which is much higher than the SMC 729

scheme. On the other hand, the AISTSMC shows a negligible 730

deviation under lumped uncertainties. It can be seen from 731

Fig. 10 that the active power waveform for STSMC deviates 732

at a large scale as compared to the active power under the 733

normal condition at t = 5 s. The ANN-based AISTSMC 734

compensates for the STSMC problem and gives improved 735

performance when step disturbance is applied. The active 736
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TABLE 3. Parameters [36].

power deviation as compared to power under normal condi-737

tions, shown in Fig. 10 (b), is 0.01 kW for SMC, 0.018 kWfor738

STSMC, and 0.013 kWfor AISTSMC.739

The DFIG reactive power response to the stochastic wind740

speed waveform under lumped uncertainty is shown in741

Fig. 11. The reactive power converges to zero in a finite-742

time. Fig. 11 shows excessive oscillations in the reactive743

power using the SMC scheme and STSMC scheme due to744

the lumped uncertainty. On the other hand, the AISTSMC745

scheme exhibits significant robustness to the lumped uncer-746

tainties. It can be seen that the reactive power waveform747

for SMC and STSMC schemes have a similar response,748

whereas the ANN-based AISTSMC scheme compensates for749

the STSMC problems and gives improved performance under750

lumped uncertainties. The AISTSMC converges to the zero751

value at t = 0.7 s, whereas SMC and STSMC are much752

slower with a convergence time of 1.2 s.753

A similar analysis is also carried out for the grid-side754

control. The DC link response to the stochastic wind speed755

waveform is shown in Fig. 12 (a). A constant voltage of756

760V is selected as a reference voltage (E∗). It can be seen757

that SMC is showing a fast convergence of 0.36 s with an758

overshoot of 22V, but it suffers from severe chattering in759

the VDC . The STSMC offers a larger overshoot of 42.2V,760

whereas the AISTSMC has a lesser overshoot of 24V with761

improved and much smoother VDC . Similarly, in case of762

lumped uncertainty, the SMC performance is deteriorated in763

terms of chattering and unwanted oscillations.The STSMC764

shows the highest steady state error of 1V as compared to765

reference value, whereas the AISTSMC shows an almost766

negligible steady state error . The error plot in Fig. 12 (b) also767

verifies the robustness and chattering elimination of the pro-768

posed AISTSMC scheme. It can be seen that STSMC pro-769

vides an error of 1V, whereas the AISTSMC gives an almost770

negligible error.771

VI. CONCLUSION772

For DFIG-based WECS, this research presents a high-773

performance super-twisting sliding mode control (STSMC)774

synergized with the artificial neural network. The suggested775

control scheme is a hybrid of artificial intelligence and776

STSMC that addresses the problem of robustness of STSMC777

schemes while retaining system robustness and stability. 778

To eliminate the lack of robustness in STSMC, the signum 779

function is initially replaced by a super-twisting algorithm. 780

Then, to improve the robustness of the STSMC-based system, 781

the ANN theory is introduced which increases the robustness 782

against external disturbances and parametric uncertainties. 783

Under uncertain situations, the performance of the ANN- 784

based STSMC approach is compared with the SMC and 785

STSMC benchmarks. The suggested technique outperforms 786

the SMC and STSMC in terms of lowest chattering, quick 787

dynamic response, higher accuracy, and disturbance rejec- 788

tion. It is evident from the DC link voltage that the SMC 789

offers an overshoot of 8V, STSMC offers a high overshoot 790

of 106V, and the proposed AISTSMC scheme offers 80V. 791

In summary, the results show that the ANN-based control 792

method established in this study is a viable and desired option 793

for DFIG-based WECS. 794
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